Analysis of the current-density distribution from a tapered, gelled-pad external cardiac pacing electrode.
We have designed a high-impedance (5000 omega-cm), tapered, gelled-pad, external cardiac pacing electrode that limits the migration of charges to the perimeter of a circular electrode and produces a more uniform current-density distribution than external cardiac pacing electrodes in clinical use. A computer simulation was developed that uses cylindrical coordinates to analyze the current-density distribution at the interface between the electrode and human tissue. Our computer simulation analyzed 32 different electrodes, and the results showed that the gelled-pad thickness, the gelled-pad taper, and the radius of the conducting disk were not significant parameters in determining the current-density distributions for low-resistivity electrodes. Those parameters were, however, significant for high-resistivity electrodes. We defined the optimum resistivity as that at which the tapered, gelled-pad electrode produces the most uniform current-density distribution and delivers the most current to human tissue. When evaluating electrodes at the optimum resistivity, we determined that the peak current density of the tapered, gelled-pad electrode was 50% lower than that of the clinically available electrodes, while delivering 58% more current to the human tissue.